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Abstract. In their article, P. Li and S. T. Yau give a lower bound of the first

Neumann eigenvalue in terms of geometrical invariants for a compact Rieman-

nian manifold with convex boundary. The purpose of this paper is to generalize

their result to a compact Riemannian manifold with possibly nonconvex bound-

ary.

1. Introduction

Let M" be an «-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with boundary
1 9 n

d M. In local coordinates (x , x , ... ,x ), the Riemannian metric is given by

n

(1.1) ds2= £ gudxdxJ.
ij=x

One defines on ¥ a second order elliptic differential operator by

where iglJ) = ig¡¡)~ and g = det(g.), which is known as the Laplace op-

erator. The purpose of this paper is the study of eigenvalues of the Laplace

operator. More specifically, we study the following problem:

Assume that d M jí 0, we adopt an "interior rolling e-ball" condition on

dM to consider the following Neumann eigenvalue problem on Ai" :

(Ah    =-tih,
0-3) \   A*

I §77     =0on<9Ai,

where v is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary d M.

Definition 1.1. Let 9AÍ be the boundary of a compact Riemannian manifold

M" . Then dM satisfies the "interior rolling e-ball" condition if for each point
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p e dM there is a geodesic ball Bqie/2), centered at a e M with radius e/2,

such that

p = Bqie/2) n 8M   and   5fl(e/2) C Ai.

It is well known that the set of eigenvalues {nk} of (1.3) are nonnegative

and can be arranged in a nondecreasing order of magnitude as follows:

0 = n0 < nx < n3 < ■ ■   < nm < • • • .

By the compactness of Ai" , it is known that those functions which satisfy

(1.3) with eigenvalue n0 are constants. The first nonzero eigenvalue nx in the

problem (1.3) is hence characterized as the optimal constant in the Poincaré

inequality:

(1.4) ^//2</|V/|2

for all f e Hx (A/) such that fMf = 0. Due to the importance of Poincaré

inequality for analysis on manifolds, one wishes to obtain optimal quantitative

estimates for the first eigenvalue nx from below in terms of geometric elements.

Classically, for domains in R" , lower estimates for r\x were established by

Payne-Weinberger [4] and Payne-Stakgold [3], etc. For general compact mani-

folds with convex boundary, the lower estimates of nx were obtained by Li-Yau

[2]. Using a method similar to that of Li-Yau [2], we have the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let M" be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary dM.

Let dM satisfy the "interior rolling e-ball" condition. Let K and H be non-

negative constants such that the Ricci curvature RicM of M is bounded below

by -K and the second fundamental form elements of dM is bounded below by

-H. By choosing e "small", we have

(1-5) ,.   *     2
l~°2    B2-C

4(n- l)a*2
expi-B) < t].

where a and e are positive constants less than 1.

(1+Ä)

ire posit

d - diameter of M" ,

5=1 + [1 + 4i«-i)^c)]1/2)

1 — a

C - (1 + «)C,.+ t(2° - »f* +. (4nf?Ww2 HH+lfK,
1 (B-l)eV

and

_2jn-l)Hj3H +!)(//+!)     H + H2

'~ e e2     '

Remark 1. When the boundary d M is convex, our estimate implies the esti-

mate, obtained by Li-Yau [2, Theorem 9].
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Remark 2. In our estimate, the choice of e depends on the upper bound of

the sectional curvature near the boundary. We do not know whether we can

determine the upper bound of e without using the curvature bound near the

boundary. The upper bound of e is given by (2.16) and (2.17).

In §2, we shall give a gradient estimate which is essential in a proof of the

main result. In §4, we shall give a proof of Theorem 1.1. In §3, a counterexample

is given which will demonstrate that the "interior rolling e-ball" condition is

definitely necessary for nx being bounded away from 0.

2. A GRADIENT ESTIMATE

Throughout this section, Ai" is assumed to be an «-dimensional compact

Riemannian manifold with boundary dM. Let K, H be nonnegative constants

which were defined in §1. Let / be a function which satisfies (1.3) with n = nx ;

i.e., / is an eigenfunction of (1.3) with eigenvalue nx .

In this section, our goal is the study of the solution of equation (1.3) using

maximal principle.

Let us first recall some general facts concerning a Riemannian manifold. Let

{e¡} be a local frame field of a Riemannian manifold Ai" and {a>(} be the

corresponding dual frame field. Then the structure equations of Ai" are given

by

n

(2.1) dcoj = J2 u.j A % .        œu = -<°ji «
i=X

n n

(2.2) dû).. = J]) coik A cokj + \ J2Rijklcol A cok.
k=X k,l

For any C -function p(x) defined on Ai" , we may define its gradient and

Hessian by the following formulas:

(2.3) rfp = £W,

n n

(2.4) £p,,w,. = <//>,-+ £>,«,,.;

and the covariant derivatives of p¡, are defined by

n n n

(2.5) Y.Pukmk = dPu + J2Pkjœk, + Y,Pikœky
k=\ k=X k=X

By exteriorly differentiating (2.4), we get the following commutational for-

mula:

(2-6) Puk-Pikj^PiRnjk-
/=!
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We have the following:

Theorem 2.1. Let M" bean n-dimensionalcompact Riemannian manifold with

boundary dM satisfying the "interior rolling e-ball" condition. Let f be a

solution of equation (1.4) with n = nx. If p > 1 is any constant, and e is

"small", then

(2.7)

iv/r
(/i sup/-/)

2   -
< max

f4(n-l)

I  1-a2
C + itf+ir*,

y/8(ff+l)

p sup/

/i sup/-/

/

//sup/-/ }•

w/zere a and" e are positive constants less than 1, awa*

(2.8)

c. o+¿oc,+[(2w -3)2+(4 y2s)«2]iy2+o+*)2*,
(n - l)e a

2jn- l)H(3H +l)(l+H)  ,  H + Hz
CX  - c „2e e'

Remark I. When the boundary <9Ai is convex, our theorem implies the gradient

estimate obtained in Li-Yau [2, Theorem 3].

Remark 2. In our estimate, e is chosen to be a positive constant less than 1

and is dependent on the upper bound of the sectional curvature of the manifold

near the boundary. The upper bound of e is given by (2.16) and (2.17).

Proof. Let ip(r) be a nonnegative C   function defined on [0,oo) suchthat

<H   ifre[0,i),

e[l,oo),
ipir)

j  <H   ifr

{  =H   ifr

V(0) = 0, 2H>y/(r)>0,

y/"(r) > -H.

4>(x) = ip '

/(0) = H

with

and

Let

where r(x) denotes distance between boundary dM and x e M. For p > 1 ,

we define the function
•i 2

(2.9) Gix) = il+(PY iv/r
ipsup f-f)2'

By the compactness of M, there is a point p e M such that G achieves

its supremum. We may assume that G(j>) > 0, or else the theorem follows

trivially. Suppose that p is a boundary point of d M. At p be may choose an
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orthonormal frame ex, ■■ ■ ,en such that e„ = 577 > where v is the unit outward

normal vector to d M. Then we have

This gives

(2.10)

^dcp/dv      iZUfifi, f»
-   l+(j> |v/|2 psupf-f

_ _H_       E/=l   fjftv
e |v/|2

If Ay are the second fundamental form elements of <9Ai, then by a direct

computation one shows that

H-l

(2.11) 4 = -EV;   forl</<«-l,
j=x

where we used the fact that fv = 0 on 9Af. Together with (2.9), we have

0 < -— - ^JJ=xhijf'fj

~     £ |V/|2

<-Z+H
s

<0,

which is a contradiction, as we choose e to be smaller than 1. Hence Gix)

cannot attain its maximum at the boundary point. Therefore p has to be an

interior point of M. Hence at p

(2.12) VC = 0

and

(2.13) AC<0.

This gives

(214) 0=     ¥'r>     +ÏÏ-M+_Û_
[       ' e(l+0)+     |v/|2     + psupf-f

and

(2.15)

2S;=i(E?.,W2  , A/ | |V/i2
|V/|4 pwpf-f     ipsxipf-f)2'
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To compute A<p, we let öAi(e) = {x e Ai|r(x) < e} and Ke be the upper

bound of the sectional curvature in ¿?Ai(e). We may choose e to be small so

that

(2.16) x/^tan(ev^)<^ + i

and

(2.17) -^tan(e^)<i.

By using an index comparison theorem in Riemannian geometry [5, p. 347],

one can show that if x e 9Ai(e), we have

Ar >-(«-!
eH + ex/ZTtan(e,/A;)

I_V        o _'      V t '

Then we have

>-(«- 1)(3//+1).

a    / 1        ' » 1 II,—    ,2
A4>= -y/ Ar + ^ip |Vr|

e e

(2.18) ^    2jn-l)Hj3H + I)     H

- e

= -Cx.

At p, we may choose an orthonormal frame {et} such that /,(p) = |V/|(/?).

By using (2.6) and (2.14), we also have, at p,

i=x

and

fjij     fj)\ ~Z^flRUXj
i=x

y'f\rj       fxfj
fV        eil+<f>)     psxxpf-f

Substituting these and (2.18) into (2.15), we have

0 > _ _Çi_ _ V+àiv')2 2y'fxrx

(2.19)

l+(p       e2(\+4>)2  .    e(l +<f>)iPsup/-/)

/2 "     //sup/-/'

C, 2(¥')2 2^/, r,
> -

1+0     e2(l+0)2     e(l+</>)(//sup/-/)

, E,->i^ , Rir      n^psupf

/* "     //sup/-/
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It is also clear that

(2.20)

Then we have

Hfl>
(2.21)

2—1 hi — n — \\ ¿-^  "
\ i> X       J

fix (4/T

i>X \i>X

f2
>

2(n-l)      n-V

ft , /iVv,
2(n- l)(//sup/-/)2     e(n- 1)(1 + <?3)(//sup/-/)

I    l\2 A  2 2 f2
(V ) /i rl r\xf

2e2(n- l)(l+(f>)2     n-V

Substituting (2.21) into (2.19), we have

f2
0> ft_ (2n-3)fxip'rx Cx

2(«-l)(//sup/-/)2     e(«-l)(l +(p)(p sup/-/)      l+cp

A(n-l)(¥')2-(xp')2r2x      v      nxpsxipf n\f2
K

2e2in-l)il+4>)2 //sup/-/     («-1)/2'

It is clear that

a2/2 (2« - 3)/, i/f'r.

2(/i- l)(//sup/-/)2     ein- 1)(1+(/>)(//sup/-/)

-,2,    /x2/    x2(2«-3)V)2(r,)2

2e2a2in- 1)(1 + <j>)2 '

> (2k-3)W)2

"    2eV(n- l)(l+ç!>)2'

Substituting this into (2.22), we have

'  1 - a2 A ft + [a2-(2n-3)2](W')2(rx:

2(n-l)J (^sup/-/)2 2e2a2(«-l)(l+<7i)2

2(/)2 Ci        „      IjPSxipf n2f2

(2.23)
e2(l+0)2      1 + 0 //sup/-/     („_i)/j2'

> f  1-Q2 \, ft [i2n-3)2-a2]iip')2

}(n- \)j (//sup/-/)2     2e2a2(«- l)(l+0)2

,ix2 r- ..   _/• .2 A

-K-2(w') ci       v      »7^ sup/ nxf

e2il+(f>)2     1+0 //sup/-/     («-!)/
•2 '
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Hence

(2.24)

0>
(1-a2)/2

2(n -1)(// sup f-f)1

Multiplying through by ( 1 + </>)'

(2.25)  "

[(2n-3)2 + (4n-5)a2](i/)2

2e2a2(«- l)(l+0)2
+

C,

1+0

+ K +
nxpsupf

2 A
»if

//sup/-/

'[fiwf-rt ' (2-24) becomes

(«-!)/,

2(/i- 1)

>.1-a„c2

[(2«-3)2 + (4«-5)a2](^')2

2e2a2(«-l)

+
t]xp sup /(1+0)

//sup/-/

21

2(«-l)
2[(2w - 3)2 + j4n - 5)a2]H2

e2a2(n-l)

■ + (l+cp)Cx + (l+(prK

G i?2/2(l+0)4

(n-l)(p sup /-/)2

+ (l+ü)C1 + (l+//)2/s:

+
(1+i/) gi£Sup/

//sup/-/
G-

(1+")V/2

(n- l)(//sup/-/)
2-

This implies Theorem 2.1.

3. A COUNTEREXAMPLE

In this section, we shall show that the "interior rolling e-ball" condition is

necessary for rjx being bounded away from zero. We consider the following

well-known example of E. Calabi [1]. For the sake of completeness, we will

describe the example here.

Example 3.1. Let flcR be a domain as in Figure 1. The rectangle connecting

the two disks is to be thought of as having fixed length / and variable width

w.

Let / be a function which is equal to c on the right-hand disk, -c on the

left-hand disk and changes linearly from c to -c across the rectangle, (c is

chosen to that faf2 = 1.) Then ¡nf — 0 and

on the disks,

on the rectangle.

Í o
IIV/II = {   2,2c

T
It is clear that

inf
h€Hj(il) such that   f A=0    JQh2

< [ |v/|2
Jn

0.
2c

= -j-wl —»0,     as w
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Figure 1. Dumbbell

This example shows that in bounding nx from below, it is necessary to consider

the "interior rolling e-ball" condition.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section, we let / be a function which satisfies (1.3) with n = nx; i.e.,

/ is an eigenfunction of (1.3) with eigenvalue nx . We denote N the nodal set

of /;i.e., TV = {x e M\f(x) = 0} .

Proof. From Theorem 2.1, we know that

_|V/|
as

(4.1)

< max { v /
//sup/-/ [  VT^a2

C +

1/2
(H+\ynxp

p-l

VS(H+l)     n

^^   (p-l)1'2

1/2

for any constant p > 1.

However, since / satisfies

(4.2)

and

(4.3)

Jm

f*o,

this implies that the nodal set N of f divides Ai into two parts. If x € Ai

is a point where / achieves its supremum and y is a shortest geodesic joining

x and N, then y has length at most diameter of Ai. Integrating (4.1) along

y, we have

log-JL-<i-
P -  1 Jy P

|V/|

(4.4)

sup/-/

< Vi«Z
l-a¿

C +
(H+\)¿pnx

p-l
d.
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Hence

(4.5)
/' 1

(H+i)¿p

l-a¿
log /'

p-l
-C <*>

4(n-l)<r

It is clear that the left-hand side can be made to be positive by choosing p close

enough to 1. The theorem is then proved by maximizing (4.5) with

(4.6) = exp 1 + ifci£c

This proves Theorem 1.1.
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